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Abstract
We present compiler techniques for translating OpenMP

shared-memory parallel applications into MPI message-
passing programs for execution on distributed memory sys-
tems. This translation aims to extend the ease of creating paral-
lel applications with OpenMP to a wider variety of platforms,
such as commodity cluster systems. We present key concepts
and describe techniques to analyze and efficiently handle both
regular and irregular accesses to shared data.

We evaluate the performance achieved by our translation
scheme on seven representative OpenMP applications, two
from SPEC OMPM2001 and five from the NAS Parallel
Benchmarks suite, on two different platforms. The aver-
age scalability (execution time relative to the serial version)
achieved is within 12% of that achieved by corresponding
hand-tuned MPI applications. We also compare our programs
with versions deployed for a Software Distributed Shared
Memory (SDSM) system and find that the direct translation to
MPI achieves up to 30% higher scalability. A comparison with
High Performance Fortran (HPF) versions of two NAS bench-
marks indicates that our translated OpenMP versions achieve
12% to 89% better performance than the HPF versions.

Keywords: Compiler Techniques, OpenMP, MPI, Perfor-
mance, Commodity Clusters.

1 Introduction
OpenMP [33] has established itself as an important method

and language extension for programming shared-memory par-
allel computers. On these platforms, OpenMP offers an easier
programming model than the currently widely used message-
passing paradigm. Programs written in OpenMP can usually
be parallelized stepwise, starting from a sequential program.
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OpenMP programs often resemble their original, sequential
versions, the main difference being the inserted OpenMP di-
rectives.

This approach contrasts with using the Message Passing In-
terface (MPI) [16], which generally requires programs to be
translated into parallel form as a whole, often causing themto
look drastically different from their original version. Addition-
ally, MPI places the burden of data-to-process mapping and
remote access on the programmer, since the only mechanism
for data management is the judicious use of explicit messages.
Management of logically shared-data, coupled with the taskof
parallelizing the application as a whole, can make program-
ming in MPI very effort-intensive.

While OpenMP has clear advantages in terms of ease of
programming on shared-memory platforms, message-passing
is today still the predominant programming paradigm avail-
able for distributed-memory computers, including clusters and
most of the highly-parallel systems. In this paper, we explore
the suitability of OpenMP for distributed systems as well. Our
approach is to automatically translatestandardOpenMP pro-
grams directly to MPI programs. To this end, we have investi-
gated compiler techniques for the translation of OpenMP pro-
grams to MPI.

To achieve good performance, our translation scheme in-
cludes efficient management of shared data as well as advanced
handling of irregular accesses. These issues were also con-
sidered by related approaches to compile shared-address-space
languages onto distributed memory machines. Compiler tech-
niques for High Performance Fortran (HPF) [20] and those for
shared-memory programming on clusters using Software Dis-
tributed Shared Memory (DSM) Systems are important repre-
sentatives. A key difference that distinguishes our approach
from these others is the concept ofpartial replication. In HPF-
like approaches, the focus was on the availability of data dis-
tribution directives. Data partitioning, computation partition-
ing, and message insertion was derived from these directives.
Most often, data had a single owner and computation was per-
formed on the owning node (a.k.a owner-computes rule). Soft-
ware DSM systems, such as TreadMarks [2], take a contrast-
ing approach. They not only replicate all shared program data
but also allocate management data structures (such as shadow
copies of shared data) on all processors. In our scheme, shared
data is allocated on all nodes. However, no shadow copies or
management structures need to be allocated. Furthermore we
envision that for future work, arrays with fully-regular accesses
will be distributed between nodes by the compiler. Therefore,
we refer to our scheme as partial-replication. Data replication
comes at the cost of limiting the data scalability of programs –
that is, programs will not be able to handlen-times larger data
sets onn processors. While this is a limitation of our scheme,
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by partially replicatingdata, our method simplifies data man-
agement and communication to the point where our techniques
outperform HPF programs substantially. At the same time, our
system is able to run the large data sets of our benchmarks,
which was not possible on software DSMs due to their exten-
sive replication. We have studied a number of OpenMP pro-
grams and identified baseline techniques for such a translation
as well as optimizations that can improve performance signifi-
cantly. This paper makes the following contributions:

• We present compiler techniques for translating OpenMP
programs to MPI under thepartial replicationmodel, in-
cluding

– the discussion of OpenMP semantics under the new
model.

– an algorithm for computing message sets,

– techniques for statically handling irregular ac-
cesses, and

– optimizations based on collective communication.

• We evaluate seven representative OpenMP programs
from the NAS and SPEC OMP benchmarks on two plat-
forms. We compare the performance of our new trans-
lation scheme with corresponding hand-tuned MPI pro-
gram versions and with programs optimized for SDSM
platforms. We also compare the performance of available
HPF program versions and add qualitative comparisons
with related paradigms (such as UPC [15]).

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
presents the OpenMP to MPI baseline translation and discusses
OpenMP semantics and message set computation under the
partial replication model. It also presents basic optimizations.
Section 3 presents techniques for handling irregular accesses
at compile-time. Section 4 presents a set of compiler optimiza-
tions that significantly improve the performance of the trans-
lated applications. Section 5 presents an evaluation of theper-
formance achieved by a set of representative OpenMP appli-
cations translated using these techniques on two differentplat-
forms. Section 6 places this paper in the context of related
work. Section 7 concludes the paper.

2 OpenMP to MPI Baseline Translation
The objective of the baseline translation scheme is to

perform a source-to-source translation of a shared-memory
OpenMP program to an MPI program. This is accomplished
by two categories of transformations – (1) transformationsthat
interpret the OpenMP directives and (2) transformations that
identify and satisfy producer-consumer relationships forshared
data. We have implemented these compiler transformations us-
ing the Cetus compiler infrastructure [26].

2.1 Interpretation of OpenMP Semantics
Under Partial Replication

OpenMP directives fall into three categories -
(1) directives that specify work-sharing (omp parallel for, omp
parallel sections) - the compiler interprets these to partition
work between processes,
(2) directives that specify data properties (omp shared, omp
privateetc.) - these are used for constructing the set ofshared
variables in the program. By default, data is shared as per the
OpenMP standard.
(3) synchronization directives (omp barrier, omp critical, omp
flush etc.) - the compiler incorporates these into the control
flow graph.

The execution model under partial replication is SPMD [12]
with the following characteristics:

• All participating processes redundantly execute serial re-
gions and parallel regions demarcated byomp master
andomp singledirectives. Iterations of OpenMP parallel
for loops are partitioned between processes usingblock-
scheduling.

• Shared data, is allocated on all processes. There is no
concept of anownerfor any shared data item. There are
only producers and consumers of shared data.

• At the end of parallel constructs, each participating
process communicates the shared data it has produced
that other processesmayuse in the future.

The method of producers forwarding data to allpotential
consumers ensures that processes always make local accesses
when they read shared data. This method may result in re-
dundant communication where accesses are not completely an-
alyzable. Section 5 will show that our techniques perform
well for several representative applications. Furthermore, we
present a technique for refining irregular accesses in Section 3.

An exception to redundant execution of the serial regions is
file I/O. Reading from files is redundantly done by all processes
(we assume a file-system visible to all processes). Writing to
file is done by only one process (the process with the smallest
MPI rank).

Our compiler converts OpenMPsection constructs to
OpenMP loops using aswitch-caseconstruct so that each itera-
tion executes a different OpenMP section. Henceforth, the term
“work-sharing construct” will only refer to OpenMP loops.
OpenMP has four scheduling strategies that may be specified
for parallel loops - static, dynamic, guided and runtime. Cur-
rently, we support only static scheduling. Additionally, at this
step, if the OpenMP loop contains areductionclause, then the
compiler replaces operations on the reduction variable with op-
erations on a temporary variable and inserts anMPI Allreduce
function call to reduce the value of the temporaries into the
reduction variable.

In the first translation step, the compiler thus converts the
OpenMP application to SPMD form, interprets the OpenMP
directives and performs the requisite work partitioning. Af-
ter work partitioning, the compiler constructs the set ofshared
data used in the program, using an algorithm described in pre-
vious work [31]. Additionally, at this stage, the compiler also
does computation repartitioning. Computation repartitioning,
discussed previously in the context of deploying OpenMP on
Software DSM systems [31], is also important in translating
OpenMP applications to MPI. It transforms patterns where
the OpenMP application has loops partitioned in such a way
that multi-dimensional arrays are accessed along different sub-
scripts in different loops. Computation repartitioning then
maintains data affinity by changing the level at which paral-
lelism is specified and partitions work using the parallelism of
the inner loops.

2.2 Generation of MPI Messages using Ar-
ray Dataflow

In the second step, the compiler inserts MPI calls to com-
municate data from producers topotential future consumers.
To resolve producer-consumer relationships, the compilerhas
to perform precise array-dataflow analysis. Several schemes
such as Linearized Memory Access Descriptors [34] and Reg-
ular Section Descriptors [9] have been proposed to characterize
array accesses. Our compiler constructs bounded regular sec-
tion descriptors [19] to characterize accesses to shared arrays.
The compiler constructs a control flow graph (with each vertex
corresponding to a program statement) and records the Regu-
lar Section Descriptors (RSDs) by annotating the vertices of
the control flow graph. The starting points of OpenMP work-
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mydo = 1 ;

#pragma omp parallel

{

/* Loop L1 */

#pragma omp for nowait

for(j=1;j<N;j++) {

#pragma omp flush(mydo)

…mydo.. ;

A[j] = …

}

/* Loop L2 */

#pragma omp for nowait

for(j=1;j<N;j++) {

… = A[i]... 

}

mydo++ ;

}

mydo = 1

mydo++

/* Loop Body for Loop L1 */

…mydo..

….

/* loop exit for Loop L1 */

/*loop_entry for Loop L1*/

<A, lb(1,N,p), ub(1,N,p), write> /* loop_entry for Loop L2 */

<A, lb(1,N,p), ub(1,N,p), read>

/* loop exit for Loop L2 */

/*Start_parallel*/

/*End_parallel*/

e3

e1

v1

v2

/* Loop Body for Loop L2 */

….

e2

e4

Figure 1. Creation of the Producer-Consumer Flow Graph: Loop entry vertices v1 and v2 are annotated with Regular
Section Descriptors summarizing accesses to shared arrayA. Edgee1 is added since the flush directive asserts that writes to
mydoby one thread after loopL2 will be visible to reads ofmydoby other threads in loop L1. The nowait clause in loopL1
implies that writes to A by one thread in loopL1 are not guaranteed to be visible to other threads in loopL2. Therefore, edge
e2 is deleted and edgese3 and e4 are added to break the path from the producer vertexv1 to the consumer vertexv2.

sharing constructs are also recorded by annotating the loopen-
try vertices. For each shared array accessed within a loop, the
loop entry vertex is annotated with an RSD summarizing ac-
cesses within the loop. For accesses to shared-arrays outside
loops, the corresponding program statement vertex is annotated
with an RSD describing the access.

The compiler then uses this annotated control flow graph to
create aproducer-consumer flow graphwhich is used to re-
solve producer-consumer relationships for shared data. This
graph is created by modifying the annotated control-flow
graph to conform to the relaxed memory consistency model
of OpenMP. OpenMP specifies implicit and explicit memory
synchronization points. Writes to shared data by one thread
are not guaranteed to be visible to other threads till a memory
synchronization point is reached. OpenMP loops have a syn-
chronization point only at the end, thus writes to shared data
in one iteration on one thread are not guaranteed to be visi-
ble to other iterations on other threads. Thus, in creating the
producer-consumer flow graph, the compiler removes the loop
back-edge for OpenMP loops to eliminate producer-consumer
paths between different iterations of the same loop. Similarly,
edges are deleted to account fornowait clauses. For explicit
synchronization clauses (such asf lush), producer-consumer
edges are added. This is illustrated by the example in Figure1.

Algorithm to Compute Message Sets:
The compiler then uses this producer-consumer flow graph

for computing message sets using the inter-procedural algo-
rithm shown in Figure 2. The objective of computing the mes-
sage sets is to identify the minimal subset of shared data that
a producerp needs to communicate to apotential future re-
mote consumerq. The vertexvend marks the end of the pro-
gram. The graph is traversed starting from annotated Regular
Section Descriptor nodes that specify writes to shared-arrays
within OpenMP loops. For each shared array written to in-
side a work-sharing construct, the set of reachable uses is com-

puted. For each reachable use, the corresponding message set
is computed by an intersection operation of the regular section
descriptors of the current array-write and the reachable use and
by subtracting from this the set of intervening productionsand
consumptions for the array. The computed message sets are
communicated using non-blockingsend/receiveand blocking
wait calls. For affine accesses, the algorithm produces affine
expressions forUWi j . If the accesses are regular but not affine,
the compiler inserts code to evaluate the symbolic expressions
for UWi j at runtime. In case of irregular accesses, the com-
piler may not be able to precisely determine the setsPRODA
andNEEDA (PRODA, NEEDA andUWi j are defined in Fig-
ure 2). The compiler then conservatively treats these to be the
entire arrayA. Methods for further refining this conservative
estimate are discussed in Section 3.

Techniques for generating communication using RSDs have
been proposed in the context of HPF compilers [23, 18].
These techniques have presented communication generationin
the context of user specified data-distribution and the owner-
computes rule for computation partitioning. Our technique
differs in two ways. Firstly, instead of data distribution and
owner-computes, our scheme is based on partial replicationof
shared data and user-specified parallelism (with static block
scheduling of parallel loops). Therefore, our compiler looks
ahead from every production point of shared data to identify
potential future consumers and formulates the communication
accordingly. Secondly, serial regions are redundantly executed
in our scheme and thus our compiler needs to generate com-
munication only for data produced in the parallel regions.

3 Translation of Irregular Accesses
A major challenge in translating OpenMP applications di-

rectly to message passing is the handling of irregular accesses.
Irregular accesses are the reads and writes that cannot be
analyzed precisely at compile-time. Existing techniques for
dealing with irregular accesses have relied on runtime meth-
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Algorithm COMPUTE MSG SETS FOR PROGRAM

Input :
The producer-consumer flow graph for the program ,
N - the number of participating processes.

Output :
UWi j - The set of data elements that must be communicated

from process i to process j at the end of work sharing construct W
for each work-sharing construct in the program and∀i∀ j,1≤ i, j ≤ N.

Operations : We define the following operations -
REACH-ANY-USE(v1,v2,A) returns the set of RSD nodes, encountered alongany(interprocedural) path

betweenv1 andv2 (excludingv1 andv2), that describe reads to the arrayA.
REACH-ALL-USE(v1,v2,A) returns the set of RSD nodes, encountered alongall (interprocedural) paths

betweenv1 andv2 (excludingv1 andv2), that describe reads to the arrayA.
REACH-ALL-DEF(v1,v2,A) returns the set of RSD nodes, encountered alongall (interprocedural) paths

betweenv1 andv2 (excludingv1 andv2), that describe writes to the arrayA.
SEC-READ(v,A) returns the RSD for reads to arrayA contained in the annotation of nodev.
SEC-WRITE(v,A) returns the RSD for writes for arrayA contained in the annotation of nodev.
EVAL(e,p) returns the accesses of RSDemade by process p.

Start COMPUTE MSG SETS FOR PROGRAM
do for each OpenMP work-sharing construct W

ComputeSW = {Set of shared-arrays written within W}
Initialize UWi j = φ,1≤ i, j ≤ N
do for each array A,A∈ SW,

Let vAW be the entry node for W
ComputePRODA = SEC-WRITE(vAW,A) //Array elements produced (written) in W
ComputeUA = REACH-ANY-USE(vAW,vend,A)
SetWRA = φ,UAA = φ
do for each RSD nodevR ∈UA,

ComputeWRA = REACH-ALL-DEF(vAW,vR,A) //Set of intervening producers
ComputeUAA = REACH-ALL-USE(vAW,vR,A) //Set of intervening consumers
ComputeNEEDA = S1A − (S2A ∪S3A)
whereS1A = SEC-READ(vR) , //Array elements consumed in future read

S2A = ∪v∈WRA SEC-WRITE(v,A) //Array elements produced by intervening writes
S3A = ∪v∈UAA SEC-READ(v,A) //Array elements consumed by intervening reads

ComputeUWi j = UWi j ∪{EVAL(PRODA, i)∩EVAL(NEEDA, j)},1≤ i, j ≤ N, i 6= j
enddo

enddo
enddo
End COMPUTE MSG SETS FOR PROGRAM

Figure 2. Algorithm to Compute Message Sets for Resolving Remote Accesses

ods [13, 37]. In this section, we present a technique for han-
dling irregular accesses to shared arrays at compile-time.Sec-
tion 5 will show that this technique performs well in practice.

To handle such irregular accesses, we make use of the prop-
erty ofmonotonicity. Monotonicity states∀i,∀ j , i ≤ j ⇔A[i]≤
A[ j ]. Consider an irregular access of the form A[B[i]] whereA
is a one dimensional shared array,B is an indirection array and
i is the loop index. Processp andq execute iterations [lp,up]
and [lq,uq] of the loop respectively. If the arrayBcan be proved
to be monotonic, then the compiler asserts thatp andq access
the intervals[B[lp],B[up]] and[B[lq],B[uq]] respectively.

In the baseline case for irregular reads, the compiler con-
servatively overestimates irregular accesses to an array as ac-
cesses to the entire array and processes inter-communicateall
their preceding writes to the array. This can be done efficiently
in our translation scheme since the entire shared data spaceis
allocated on all processes and thus, place-holders for shared
data already exist on potential consumers. This is different
from common HPF implementations, where temporary stor-
age has to be allocated for non-owned shared data, potentially
introducing overheads. However, conservatively forwarding
all writes may result in redundant communication. So, as a
compile-time optimization, the compiler checks if the future
irregular read has a monotonicity property and accordinglyre-
fines the accesses.

For irregular writes, it is not possible to exactly determine
which process writes which element of an array. In such a case
it is generally incorrect to treat them as writes to the entire

array. The analysis of irregular writes may be refined using
the monotonicity property. For the applications that we have
encountered, all instances of irregular writes have been analyz-
able using the monotonicity property.

However, there may be applications where this compile-time
scheme is not applicable, either because the indirection func-
tion is not provably monotonic or because the irregular write is
not in the form ofARRAY[indirection function], In such cases,
we use a runtime mechanism as a fallback. In this mechanism,
the compiler inserts code to record the writes at runtime. The
inserted code allocates a buffer on each process and puts in,at
runtime, (location,value) pairs for the elements that are writ-
ten. At the end of the loop that contains the irregular write,
processes intercommunicate this buffer.

Testing for monotonicity in irregular accesses has been dis-
cussed in the context of parallelizing compilers [7, 29] foran-
alyzing properties of index arrays. We have manually applied
these techniques to our benchmarks.

4 Optimizations Using Collective Commu-
nications

In the previous two sections, we have described techniques
for the baseline translation of OpenMP applications to MPI
and for handling irregular accesses, respectively. In thissec-
tion, we describe two additional compile-time optimizations
which have been found to improve performance considerably.
These are motivated by the observation that most MPI imple-
mentations optimize collective communication routines such
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as MPI Reduce and MPIAlltoall. While a detailed evaluation
of the impact of each optimization is beyond the scope of this
paper, Section 5 indicates the applicability of these optimiza-
tion techniques for our benchmarks.

4.1 Recognition of Transformed Reduction
Idioms

The objective of this optimization is to recognize that the
programmer is using a series of OpenMP constructs to per-
form a reduction operation and to substitute it with a MPI re-
duction operation. Recognition of reduction idioms have been
discussed in the context of parallelizing compilers [35]. We
apply this technique in a way that is the converse of the trans-
formations done by parallelizing compilers. OpenMP does
have a reduction clause which can be specified for OpenMP
loops. However, this is most commonly used for scalar reduc-
tions. Array reduction and other complex forms of reduction
operations are often implemented using an OpenMPfor loop,
followed by an OpenMPcritical section that updates global
memory. Instead of a critical section, a parallel loop may also
be used where threads update disjoint parts of the shared ar-
ray in each iteration. In the baseline translation from OpenMP
to MPI, an OpenMP critical section is implemented as a sec-
tion which processes enter in order. Each process leaving the
critical section communicates its updates of shared data tothe
next process entering the critical section. The last process leav-
ing the critical section communicates its updates to all other
processes. However, this baseline translation scheme has a
large performance overhead, which grows linearly with the
number of processes involved. This overhead can be reduced
considerably if the compiler recognizes that this pattern repre-
sents a transformed reduction.

The basis of recognizing such patterns is to first identify crit-
ical sections (or parallel loops) where shared arrays are being
updated using commutative operations with private arrays,then
verify that these private arrays are produced in an OpenMP
loop immediately preceding the critical section. In such a case,
we translate the array reduction directly using MPIAllreduce
functions.

4.2 Optimization of Sends and Receives for
Shared Data

The global dataflow analysis, described in Section 2, iden-
tifies the production and consumption points of the message
sets. To overlap computation with communication, messages
are initiated early usingnon-blocking sends/receivesand com-
pleted just before the consumption point at the receiver with a
wait operation. A similar scheme has been used by some HPF
compilers [18]. This scheme has limited benefit when the dis-
tance between the production and consumption points is insuf-
ficient. In such a case, if the producer-consumer relationships
are of the many-to-many type (as computed by the algorithm
in Figure 2), our technique re-casts the sends and receives to
collective communications using the MPIAlltoallv function.

5 Performance Evaluation
We have implemented the translation steps, described in

Section 2, in the Cetus compiler infrastructure [26]. We then
manually applied the techniques described in Sections 3 and4
to seven representative OpenMP applications. As our bench-
marks, we have selected five out of the eight benchmarks from
the NAS Parallel Benchmarks suite [4, 22], namely CG, IS, EP,
FT and LU; and two benchmarks from the SPEC OMPM2001
suite [3], namely ART and EQUAKE. Our compiler infrastruc-
ture handles C programs. Thus for SPEC OMPM2001 we
have used two out of the three available C benchmarks and
for the NAS benchmarks, we have used the NPB-2.3 OpenMP
C versions created by the Real World Computing Partnership

(http://phase.hpcc.jp/Omni/benchmarks/NPB/). In this section,
we evaluate the performance of these translated OpenMP ver-
sions (henceforth referred to simply as the OpenMP versions).
For our experiments, we have selected two different platforms
– (1) a cluster of sixteen PIII 800 MHz Linux nodes, with
256 MB memory per node, connected by a commodity 100
Mbps Ethernet network and (2) sixteen IBM SP2 WinterHawk-
II nodes connected by a high-performance switch. We expect
the scaling behavior of the benchmarks on these systems to
be representative of a wide class of high-performance comput-
ing platforms. The MPI libraries used for these platforms is
MPICH version 1.2.5 on Linux and IBM MPI libraries on the
IBM SP2. The back-end compilers are gcc-3.3 on Linux and
xlc version 6 on IBM, both at optimization level O3.

The main objective of this performance evaluation is to com-
pare the performance of the OpenMP versions with the perfor-
mance of their hand-coded MPI counterparts. The hand-coded
MPI versions for CG, IS, EP, FT and LU are part of the NAS
Benchmarks NPB2.4 suite. They have been used to evaluate
MPI implementations on several platforms and represent an ex-
pected upper bound on performance. The SPEC OMPM2001
benchmarks EQUAKE and ART do not have any such existing
MPI versions. We created the MPI versions, using reasonable
programming efforts.

Figures 3,4,5,6,7,8 and 9 show the performance of the
OpenMP and the MPI versions on the Linux cluster and the
IBM SP2. The performance is shown both in terms of the ex-
ecution time as well as scalability. We define scalability ofa
versionx asScalability= Tserial/Tx whereTx is the execution
time of versionx andTserial is the execution time of the cor-
responding serial version. The serial versions used are NPB-
3.0-SER for the NAS benchmarks and OpenMP versions with
the OpenMP directives removed for ART and EQUAKE. Thus
we have a common baseline for both OpenMP and MPI ver-
sions in measuring scalability. On average, the scalability of
our translated OpenMP versions is 12% less and the execution
times are 14% more than that of their hand-coded MPI counter-
parts. Next, we individually examine the performance of each
benchmark.

In the case of EP, the MPI version uses several large aux-
iliary arrays, which are not present in the serial version [22].
Since the OpenMP version is derived from this serial version,
its execution time is about 10% less than the hand-tuned MPI
version. The OpenMP to MPI translation of EP benefited from
the recognition of an array reduction.

The hand-tuned MPI version of CG benefits from the pro-
grammer’s knowledge of exact reduction and data exchange
patterns in the algorithm. In our translation of the OpenMP
version, the message set computation in Figure 2 recognizes
the access affinity in the regular accesses for several arrays in
the conj grad subroutine. However, there are irregular reads
to two arrays. Analysis of the indirection array provides loose
bounds for these irregular reads. For these arrays, each process
has to broadcast its writes to all other processes. In spite of
this difference, our version achieves performance close tothat
achieved by the hand-coded MPI version.

For FT, the hand-tuned MPI version employs a sophisticated
strategy to map the problem into a virtual network topology de-
pending on the problem set size and the number of processes.
Furthermore, the resulting transpose communication patterns
are also hand-optimized. Owing to these differences, the trans-
lated OpenMP version is about 15% slower than its hand-coded
MPI counterpart. The dataset used for FT on PIII/Ethernet is
CLASS A because the CLASS B problem size was too large
(also for the serial and the MPI versions) for nodes with 256
MB main memory.
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EP (CLASS B) on IBM-SP2
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Figure 3. Performance of EP (CLASS B).

CG (CLASS B) on PIII/Ethernet
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CG (CLASS B) on IBM-SP2
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Figure 4. Performance of CG (CLASS B).

IS is a NAS benchmark that performs integer sorting. The
hand-tuned MPI version of IS uses abucket-sortalgorithm.
The OpenMP version does not use bucket-sort, in effect per-
forming the ranking using only onebucket. The version with
buckets has been found to have better cache affinity and the
MPI version thus has significantly lower execution times than
the OpenMP version (and the serial version without buck-
ets). However, the OpenMP version still achieves scalability to
within 14% of the MPI version on both platforms. The transla-
tion of IS benefited from the recognition of reduction patterns
discussed in Section 4.

LU benefited from the computation repartitioning optimiza-
tion mentioned in Section 2. The optimized nearest neighbor
communication strategy in the hand-tuned MPI version stillen-
ables it to achieve better performance and scalability. In LU,
we also observed a significantly higher execution time for the
OpenMP version on one processor compared to the MPI and
serial versions. We attribute a part of this to the difference in
code produced by C and Fortran compilers (the OpenMP ver-
sion is in C while the MPI and serial versions are in Fortran).

For EQUAKE and ART, the translated versions do not differ
significantly from the hand-crafted versions and thus achieve
similar performance.

5.1 Comparison with OpenMP deployed
using Software Distributed Shared
Memory

As discussed in Section 1, recent schemes proposed for the
deployment of OpenMP on clusters utilize an underlying layer
of Software Distributed Shared Memory (SDSM) [21, 32]. In

this section, we compare the performance of the OpenMP ver-
sions (translated to MPI using our proposed techniques) with
the performance of the OpenMP versions deployed on the
TreadMarks SDSM system. For this set of experiments, we
have used the sixteen node Linux cluster. Figure 10 shows the
performance of the two schemes.

Apart from EQUAKE, the versions translated to MPI always
perform better compared to the corresponding SDSM versions.
EQUAKE has two large arrays that are accessed along dif-
ferent subscripts in the original partitioning scheme. Further-
more, it contains a sparse matrix vector product where it ex-
pands the shared data size by allocating work-arrays whose
size is proportional to the number of threads. An MPI im-
plementation would need to heavily restructure the existing
application to achieve performance. In the SDSM version of
EQUAKE, an additional optimization was that iterations for
the main loop in thesmvp(sparse-matrix-vector-product) sub-
routine were dynamically scheduled, which serialized mostac-
cesses and eliminated communication. Similar performance
would be achieved if this loop were serialized for the MPI
version as well. For the other benchmarks, the MPI ver-
sions mainly profit from the implicit aggregation of messages,
which has been cited by others [30] as a principal advantage of
message-passing systems.

An important shortcoming of the SDSM versions not evi-
dent from the performance comparison, is the constraint on the
size of shared data. Each TreadMarks SDSM process creates
a twin for every page of shared data that it writes to and tracks
writes to shared data at runtime by comparing current pages
with their original twins. Furthermore, memory also needs to
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FT (CLASS B) on IBM-SP2
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Figure 5. Performance of FT (CLASS A on Ethernet Cluster and CLASS B on IBM SP2 ).
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Figure 6. Performance of IS (CLASS B).

be allocated for storing the list of writers to each page of shared
data in a program interval. As a result, the maximum size of
shared data that can be allocated is constrained to be a fraction
of the total available address space. Due to this, one cannotuse
large datasets such as SPEC’sref datasets (which have sizes
close to 2 GB) of ART and EQUAKE for the SDSM versions
of these benchmarks. By contrast, our translation to MPI does
not introduce such size constraints, despite the replication of
shared data on all nodes, and we can run the largest problem
sizes allowed by the architecture.

6 Related Work
An important contribution towards shared-memory pro-

gramming support for distributed-memory machines was the
development of High Performance Fortran (HPF) [20, 24].
There are important differences between our approach and that
taken by HPF. Even though, like OpenMP, HPF provided di-
rectives to specify parallel loops, HPF’s focus was on the use
of the data distribution directives. Data and computation parti-
tioning was derived from these directives. Most often, datahad
a single owner and computation was performed on the owning
node (a.k.a owner-computes rule). Input operands to the com-
putations were received via messages from their owners. This
execution scheme could also add significant overhead to serial
sections, as these needed be executed on multiple nodes own-
ing parts of the data. Handling irregular data was difficult and
usually employed runtime schemes [13].

In contrast to HPF implementations, our execution model
starts from the available parallelism specified through OpenMP
directives. Partial replication allows serial regions to be ex-
ecuted intact and input operands of parallel computations are

locally available. Communication happens primarily at theend
of parallel loops, facilitated by collective communication. Par-
tial replication also obviates the need for data partitioning tech-
niques [25], even though data distribution information is not
provided by the user. In all our benchmarks, irregular access
patterns are successfully handled at compile-time.

Figures 11 and 12 compares the performance of our pro-
grams with those available in HPF form, compiled with the
pghpf compiler1. Of these programs, we have chosen two ex-
tremes: in CG, HPF performs well, while in LU, HPF performs
poorly. In both cases, our translation scheme comes close tothe
MPI performance. In CG our techniques perform 10% better
than the HPF versions whereas in LU, our techniques outper-
form the HPF version 10-fold. The CLASS A dataset has been
used for LU, instead of the CLASS B dataset used in compar-
ing OpenMP and MPI, because the available 256 MB memory
per node is insufficient to run the HPF version. (We observed
the main source of slowdown in the HPF version of LU to be
the subroutinesjacld, blts, butsandjacuwhich have execution
times that are more than ten times slower than the serial ver-
sions.) These trends are consistent with those reported by the
authors of the HPF versions for the NAS benchmarks [17].

Split-C [11] and Unified Parallel C (UPC) [15] are other pro-
gramming paradigms that have been proposed to ease program-
ming effort by providing a global address space that is logi-
cally partitioned between threads. The user specifies affinity

1While other HPF compilers may perform better, we be-
lieve the pghpf compiler [8] (the only one we could still obtain)
to be representative
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Figure 7. Performance of LU (CLASS B).
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Figure 8. Performance of EQUAKE (REF Dataset).

between threads and data. In a comparative study for the NAS
benchmarks [14], the authors have compared hand optimized
UPC versions (hand optimized to privatize local accesses) of
the NAS benchmarks with MPI versions. Their results indicate
that the UPC versions achieve 50% to 75% the performance of
the MPI versions. They find that an important reason for the
better scalability of the MPI versions is the optimized imple-
mentation of collective operations provided by MPI vendors.
Our translation scheme and our optimizations based on collec-
tive communication leverages the availability of efficientMPI
libraries on multiple HPC platforms.

Recently, several research efforts have suggested the use of
OpenMP on clusters. Some have proposed language extensions
and data distribution directives [36, 1, 10] similar to HPF.
Others have proposed architectural support and page place-
ment techniques to map data to the most suitable processing
nodes [6]. A common scheme suggested for deploying stan-
dard OpenMP (without language extensions) on clusters has
been to use an underlying Software Distributed Shared Mem-
ory (SDSM) system [21, 31]. We have already evaluated the
advantage of our approach over deployment using SDSM in
Section 5.1.

Some parallelizing compilers have targeted distributed-
memory systems and have attempted to directly generate paral-
lel message-passing versions of serial applications [38, 5]. By
contrast, our starting point is code parallelized by the program-
mer. Some research efforts have presented a general frame-
work for matching syntactic reference patterns with appropri-
ate aggregate communication routines [27, 28]. To the best
of our knowledge, ours is the only effort that comprehensively

addresses the direct, source-level translation of shared-memory
programs in standard OpenMP to a portable message-passing
form in MPI.

7 Conclusion
We have presented compiler techniques for translating stan-

dard OpenMP shared-memory programs into MPI message
passing variants, based on a novel model ofpartial replication.
The contributions include a new algorithm to compute mes-
sage sets, techniques for statically handling irregular accesses,
and optimizations based on collective communication. Partial
replication contrasts with data distribution models, as used in
HPF-like languages, in which a single node owns a (partition
of a) shared array. Partial replication simplifies the generation
of messages, which holds for irregular accesses. Exploiting
monotonicity properties of index arrays, our techniques were
able to handle all message generation for irregular accesses in
our program suite statically. Our methods, although less data
scalable than data distribution schemes, can handle much larger
data sets than the extensive data replication schemes employed
in SDSM systems such as TreadMarks. Our experiments used
the full ref data sets (up to 2 GB) of the SPEC OMPM2001
benchmarks.

Our measurements show that the presented techniques sig-
nificantly outperform both HPF programs (using the pghpf
compiler) and SDSM programs (using TreadMarks). Perhaps
more importantly, they come close to or match hand-tuned MPI
programs in all of our measured cases. This fact, combined
with the greater ease of programming that OpenMP is gen-
erally attributed with, indicates a promising new path toward
higher programming productivity on clusters and highly paral-
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Figure 9. Performance of ART (REF Dataset).
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Figure 11. Performance of CG (CLASS A).
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Figure 12. Performance of LU (CLASS A).
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